The Lincoln Mystery Plays
Mini Baron Trail
& Competition
Here’s your chance to spot the Lincoln Mystery
Plays’ distinctive mini barons in the Bailgate area
and WIN a family ticket for our show in August!
The Lincoln Mystery Plays are a very rare, unusual
and special form of theatre - returning to the City
this summer!
They tell the stories of the Bible through the eyes
of ordinary Medieval folk as a way of making sense
of the mysteries of scripture for the man in the
street.
In keeping with the Plays’ origins as an
entertaining way of bringing Bible verses to the
masses of the Medieval city hundreds of years
ago, the mini barons will be dressed as characters
from Plays.
There are 13 to spot in shops, pubs, cafes and the
Cathedral shop, By locating them all, you can win
one of three family tickets, plus a mini baron!
The Mysteries Mini Barons Trail runs from May 30
until July 11 and winners will be notified on July
18.
It is supported by Lincoln BIG and the Bailgate
Guild of Traders - a modern day successor the the
Medieval Guilds of tradesmen who historically put
on the plays.
While looking in the Cathedral Shop for their
baron, why not take a minute to buy your tickets
for one of for the nine nights in the Cathedral
Cloisters from August 3 to 13.
Tickets also online at
www.lincolnmysteries.co.uk

As a result, they are full of humour, humanity and
humility in a potent mix of faith, fun and familiarity.
They are deeply rooted in Lincoln’s heritage, but
were ‘lost’ from the City for hundreds of years
until they were re-discovered and resurrected in
the 1960s.
Now, the Lincoln Mystery Plays Trust breathes
fresh life into them every four years, making them
a must-see event this summer.
Performed outdoors, over nine nights from August
3 to 13, in the Cathedral Cloisters, this is a unique
chance to be a part of history and to discover
something new.
Tickets: £15, £13 and £49 for a family available
online at
www.lincolnmysteries.co.uk
or in person at Lincoln Cathedral Shop

God spotted in...

Satan spotted in...

Mrs Noah spotted in...

The Holy Ghost spotted in...
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The Lincoln Mystery Plays
Mini Baron Trail
& Competition

To enter the competition, name the locations
you spot all our Barons in, fill in the form and
hand the leaflet in at the Cathedral Shop or
the Visitor Information Centre, Castle Hill
by Monday, July 11
Name

Mary spotted in...

A Wise Man spotted in...
Telephone

Email address

Joseph spotted in...

Adam spotted in...

Entries with all correctly identified locations
will be entered into a draw. Winners will be
announced on 18 July
An Angel spotted in...

Eve spotted in...

Shepherd spotted in...

Jesus spotted in...

Noah spotted in...

By entering the competition, you agree to the Lincoln Mystery
Plays Trust retaining your contact information and using it for
its own information and marketing purposes, but it will not be
passed to third parties.

Here’s a clue:
the mini barons
might be found
in these locations
but which one is
where!?

Bunty’s Tea Room
Bell’s Tea Shop
Tourist Information
Lincoln Castle
Charlotte House Hotel
Lindum Books
Object and Line
Magna Carta Pub
Lincoln Cathedral Shop
Curtis Butchers
Mark Jeffs Salon
Midas Arts
Oska

